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Justin Jones and Mark
Tomlinson (with Frank
Beecroft holding the fin
behind) with the best
sailfish for the trip,
taken off the north end
of Cassini Island
INSET: A small black
marlin leaps after 
hitting a 
skipping gar
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TOP ROW, FROM LEFT ... 
1. Justin Jones with a Cassini Island trevally
2. A sailfish leaps off Cassini Island 
3. Justin Jones releases a Cassini sailfish
4. The week’s best black marlin at the boat
5. Another aerobatic black marlin
6. A flowery cod ... reef fish were thick
SECOND ROW, FROM LEFT ... 
1. Frank Beecroft with a Cassini black marlin 
2. NTMAG’s Matt Flynn with a Long Reef GT
MAIN PICTURE: Deano and Tim Lambert 
with pure Kimberley gold 
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I
magine an island that on one side
holds enough small black marlin to
provide six or seven strikes a day,

and on the other side has similar
numbers of large sailfish.

In close, huge GTs patrol the reef
points, and the clear water and coral
ledges and bommies have a variety of
tasty reef fish biting hard in just a few
metres of water.

But that’s not all - monster queenfish
and narrow-barred mackerel patrol the
coves in packs, including the
anchorage where your mothership
rests.

Darwin Bluewater Charters skipper
Mal Miles found such an island on a
recent extended trip to Kimberley,
WA.

The remote and pristine nature of
the Kimberley is well known, but what
is less understood are the sportfish
available there.

Much of the area is untested, and the
only good source of information has
been from the few professional
fishermen who make long trips to the
Kimberley reefs.

I spent 10 days aboard the Mal’s
mothership Highland-C on a
sportfishing research trip.

Mal wanted to prove up some
grounds that he suspected held marlin
and sailfish.

The trip proved to be a stunning
success and opened some eyes to the
potential of the region.

The Kimberley is
certainly

spectacular,
with

rocky escarpments and numerous
islands and drying reefs, all set in a sea
of  huge tides, moving more than 10m
in some areas.

Much of the coast is difficult to
access and some areas would have
never seen a lure or sinker.

So the trophy fish potential is
obvious.

Our trip started with a flight from
Darwin aboard a twin-engine
aircraft. 

The difficulty of accessing the
Kimberley soon became
apparent when we found
that we had very
little weight to
spare on
the

aircraft - after myself, Tim Lambert,
Justin Jones, and Mark Tomlinson, all
big blokes - we were left with very little
luggage allowance and we could carry
only basic items.

The low weight limit on the plane is
for the small dirt airstrip at the
Mitchell Plateau.

Fortunately Mal had foreseen this
problem

and asked us to preload the
mothership when it was in Darwin.

As we flew over the Top End I
marvelled at the heavy smoke from the
dry season burn-off.

For some reason the smoke became
much thicker as we travelled past
Kununurra and on towards the
Mitchell Plateau.

This burn-off must put more
greenhouse gas into the air than all
our northern industries combined -
surely it must stop? But I digress.

Flying over the Kimberley is the
only way one can appreciate the

vastness of the region.
While the Northern
Territory is largely

undeveloped, you can
usually see some

indication of human
settlement from the
windows of an
aircraft, such as
station homesteads
and bush tracks. In
the Kimberley there
are few such
structures to be seen
and the vista is

simply bush, rock, and river beds -
most of which are dry from June to
October. 

The Kimberley coast is larger than
life with numerous escarpments. There
are drying reefs the size of large
islands off much of this coast.

The coast is similar to the Northern
Territory places and the fish species
are much the same, but bigger.

We arrived at the Mitchell
Plateau airstrip to find
that the link with our
helicopter had been
missed and we
would have
had to wait
an hour, so
we sat in
the

“Mitchell Lounge”, which is  three
smooth logs  under a shade-cloth
structure.

Soon enough a bright-red seven-seat
helicopter arrived and within seconds
we were admiring the plateau, which,
rather unfortunately I think, appears
to be under survey for mining, with
grid lines clearly visible from the air.

The helicopter’s destination was
Surveyors Creek, and

Mal Miles was
waiting with

the high
tide in

one of
his

“Much of the coast is difficult to
access and some areas have
probably never seen a lure
or sinker.  So the trophy
fish potential is
obvious”

Tim Lambert, Frank Beecroft and
Mark Tomlinson hold the best
black marlin of the trip, taken on
the south end of Cassini Island.
Skipper Mal Miles worked the
crew hard for some great
results, a credit to his business
Darwin Bluewater Charters
INSET: The small blacks put up
impressive aerial displays

Continued 
Next Page
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flyfishing efforts on the sandflat netted
a couple of flathead, but I did not find
the elusive bonefish or permit that are
thought to inhabit some Kimberley
areas.

Fly fishermen will find many less
elusive species willing to accept their
offerings around the flats and shallow
headlands, including coral trout,
various snapper, queenfish, trevally,
and more.

The Montalivet rocks are works of
art, like giant building blocks, and they
form impressive shallow reefs as they
fall away into the depths.

After the Montalivet Islands we
headed to Ingram and Jamieson Reefs.

These were very fishy places, with
pelagic fish schools whipping the
surface to a foam.

There were trevally, macks and tuna
with God knows what reef fish under
them.

Unfortunately these places were just
a little too fishy - our billfish baits were
being hammered by GTs even when we
trolled wide of the reefs.

Exploration in one of the tenders
over the reef shallows found manta
rays and dozens of reef fish.

Next stop was Oliver Rock,
between Jamieson Reef and
Cassini Island.

What a place!
The water was clear and

you could see giant trevally,
golden trevally and even a
giant cobia milling around

amid endless sharks. Fish soup!
I set off in the tender and scored a

big mackerel and some trevally - one
shark scoffed a Rapala CD18 down to
the bib. This is the sort of place where
your tackle gets tested - we were using
heavy duty snaps on the lures and three
were opened up and bent to look like a
piece of spaghetti, so the snaps got the
flick for the rest of the trip.

After our fun at Oliver Rock we
headed to Cassini Island.

Cassini was the big hope for the
expedition, as Mal’s pre-trip research
had suggested billfish would be found
here.

From a distance Cassini Island is not
as spectacular as other Kimberley
islands. But up close it is a fascinating
island with low red cliffs and large
caves  between sandy coves. The water
is blue - especially during neap
tides.

We found
especially
clear,

blue water on the southern end of
Cassini in an area frequented by
humpback whales and flying fish. This
is where we landed our first black
marlin.

It was the first of several marlin on
the day and to prove it was not a fluke
we went back and did it all again the
day after.

Most of the strikes were in the same
area, of which the only outstanding
feature was the clarity of the water -
there was no bottom structure or
current line. 

Having caught numerous marlin
between 20kg and 70kg over two days
we decided to try the northern end of
the island for sailfish.

Local legend Bluey Vaughan had
been chasing sailfish in this area.

We could not believe our luck when
we found sailfish as abundant

at the northern end of
the island as

marlin were
at the

Mal Miles feeds two
giant tawny nurse
sharks while a pack of
hungry river whalers
hangs underneath for any
missed titbits ... you don’t
want to fall off the boat in the
Mitchell River

Continued
Next Page

Quintrex tenders to take us back to the
mothership. We bid farewell to his
departing clients, who spoke in
glowing terms of their trip.

Even though the tide was high, it was
apparent the Mitchell River was a
navigator’s nightmare, with many
large, single rocks protruding
unexpectedly from the murky depths.

Mal seemed to know where the rocks
were and had us back at the
mothership near the river mouth in
short time.

The first
thing I
noticed as I
climbed
aboard were
two large
sharks circling
the stern.

These were
tawny nurse sharks and were obviously
accustomed to being fed from visiting
boats.

I also noticed that whatever food got
past the tawnys was quickly consumed
by a pack of small whaler sharks
lurking just underneath.

The next morning we climbed
aboard the two side-console Quintrex
tenders and headed out for some
barramundi fishing.

The Mitchell River holds good stocks
of barramundi and salmon, and despite
relatively cold August water
temperatures we had no problem
locating fish around the rockbars
in the side creeks.

I was left with the impression that in
warmer weather the Mitchell’s
barramundi fishing would be first-rate.

In most respects the Mitchell River is
much like a Territory river. The main
difference is that it has more rocks,
which happen to provide more places
to fish. 

Many of the rockbars hold a variety
of fish, including barramundi, cod,
jacks and golden snapper.

Mal had been crabbing the day
before we arrived, catching the

Kimberley
brown mud
crab, a
slightly
smaller
species
than the
territory
green mud

crab. The brown crabs might be
smaller, but they are abundant and
tasty. 

In the Kimberley, Western Australian
rules apply and only drop dillies can be
used as crab pots are illegal.

Mal said the crab dillies often came
in with several crabs hanging
from the net. His
freezer contents
told the
story.

That afternoon we sailed to an
anchorage near Parry Island, where a
crocodile visited during the night,
loitering under the ship’s floodlight as
we jigged for squid.

Only weeks before one of Mal’s boats
was attacked by a crocodile while he
was fishing near this cove. The attack
bent a bow rail.

The afternoon was spent trolling
shallow reefs and a spot Mal calls
Trevally Rock, where - during large
tides - his clients catch stonker GTs.

The fish over 20kg usually overpower
fishermen and bury themselves into
the reef. The smaller fish are landed.

As the sun set we trolled poppers for
mackerel in shallow water and were
rewarded with several leaping takes. 

The mackerel were good fish between
10kg and 20kg.

The next day we visited the attractive
Montalivet Islands, where Mal uses a
deep-water anchorage that has a
shallow sandflat nearby.

Queenfish, trevally and mackerel
were abundant and that night we
caught squid under the floodlight.

My

“The fish over 20kg usually
overpower fishermen
and bury themselves 
into the reef ”

From Previous Page
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Catching
a fish of this

size from a
sandspit in clear water   

only a few feet deep is world-
class fishing. 

The reason the fishing is so good is
that Long Reef can only be reached in
ideal conditions and only then by
mothership and tender.

We could have happily ended the trip
there and then, but we still had three
days in and around Napier Broome
Bay, including two days at beautiful
Anjo Cove.

The next day we headed out to
sample some shallow reefs.

We found endless numbers of big
golden snapper and large-mouth

nannygai, as well as big grunter and
jewfish. There was also foreshore sight-
casting spots for jacks and queenfish,
and plenty of areas that were good for
collecting huge oysters. 

Fishing remote areas such as this can
be gruelling work, especially if it is

warm. After a long day it’s good to
come back to air-conditioning in a
spacious 56-foot mothership where
everyone can stretch out and recount
the day’s events, before having a
refreshing freshwater shower and a few
cold beers.

Mal had chef Leonie Thomas on
board and she served some fine dishes,
making use of what was available at
each anchorage. 

We were eating tempura blacklip
oysters, salt and pepper squid, beer-
battered golden snapper, smoked coral

trout, barramundi wings
and chillie mud crab and
oyster Bloody Marys,
among other things. 

It was pretty tough. For
me it was work, but you
know the saying ...
someone has to do it.

Did I mention the
ancient rock art, the

friendly dugong, and the WWII plane
wreck?

Well, that's another story.

*Book a trip with Mal Miles'
mothership Hyland-C at
www.darwinbluewater.com.au

“Catching a fish of this size from
a sandspit in clear water
only a few feet deep is world-
class fishing”

Barramundi were biting well despite
cool August water temperatures in
the Mitchell River side creeks. Fish
were mostly holed up on deep
rockbars

southern end. To top it off we also
found that sailfish were holding only
800m from our anchorage and we had
several hook-ups and saw several free-
jumpers in this area.

Cassini Island left us in no doubt
that it is a world-class destination for
light tackle sportfishing.

Big trevally were so abundant I took
the hooks off a lure and watched them
attack it repeatedly.

Sadly all good things must come to
an end and we had to leave Cassini, but
not before trying some shallow water
reef fishing where we caught all
manner of fish, although no coral
trout.

Crayfish would no doubt be
abundant among the bommies,
however snorkellers and swimmers
must keep in mind that most
Kimberley islands hold large saltwater
crocodiles.

Our next stop after Cassini Island
was Long Reef. 

This is one of the great structures of
the Kimberley coast. 

It is a flat rock plateau that dries at
low tide and covers at high tide with a
few feet of water. 

It is fishable only in calm weather.

There are numerous lagoons within
the reef but I can’t say that fishing
these and the edges was particularly
exciting when we were there.

However we visited the reef ’s single
sand island - or sandspit - at high tide
we had one of the most exhilarating

fishing experiences you
could imagine.

Every mullet in the
area was gathered around
the sandspit, which was
barely covered in water.
Among the mullet were sharks,
shovelnose rays, eagle rays, giant

trevally, golden trevally,
queenfish and other fish
that I could not identify.

It was a spectacle.
As we were gawking at

this amazing scene
champion angler Justin
Jones spotted a pod of
monster GTs.

As luck would have it his first cast
with a large popper was ignored, as
was mine, but my second cast saw the
big GTs rise to the surface and fight for
the lure.  

An hour later I had a 32kg GT
aboard the boat, my personal best. 

“As we were gawking at this
amazing scene champion
angler Justin Jones spotted a pod
of monster GTs”
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